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to explain this, i suggest you use the custom lut selection on a dark scene, and open the custom lut
dialog on one of your films. youll see that you can make some subtle changes to the color. if your
monitor is identical to what its supposed to look like, with a perfectly exposed light, youll see that

the red and green on your monitor, are actually the opposite colors of what you see on your lut. for
this reason, one of my favorite things to do with a lut is to try it on an average clip or dark clip.
then, as i start to add color adjustments, i get a pretty good idea of how it will really look on my
client and what i need to do to make it look professional. the lut is applied, and as you watch the

movie, youll see what your lut looks like applied. with resolve, you can swap between primary and
secondary controls. you can choose to apply a particular color to the red channel, for example, or

the green channel. you can even replace the red and green channels with the black and white
channels. if youre running fcp in french, german or other international variants, it might be that

youre not seeing the update notice after installation. one way to always install updates is to restart
fcp after installation. on os x el capitan and later, fcp users have reported that the plugin might

stop working when a new version of the operating system or fcp is installed. if this happens,
remove the filmconvert plugin from final cut pro by opening the preferences, then going to the

plugins tab, then clicking on the remove button next to the filmconvert plugin.
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its always best to work with a dedicated program for a project, but resolves built-in nle is a good
option. there are, of course, other nles out there, but i find that resolves built-in nle has a strong

workflow that i find easy to use. if youre new to the whole editing thing, resolve is the best way to
start. it has a lot of built-in features to help you become a more efficient editor. most people in the

industry use resolves nle. once you use it, youll probably never go back. it really does make the
difference. resolve gives you a fantastic workspace. theres also lots of useful tools to help you and
lots of workflows and tutorials to help you learn. its fairly expensive at $299, but once you use it,

youll see why everyone uses it. resolve will continue to evolve, and hopefully filmconvert will follow
suit. for someone with a limited budget, resolve is the way to go. for those of us who want to shoot
on whatever the latest and greatest digital cameras are out there, theres filmconvert. for $99, its a
good bargain, even if you have other nles on your list. while filmconvert isnt as powerful as resolve,
its a viable alternative. its an interesting side note about the standalone version of filmconvert. its
an apple-only nle, not an open-source nle like resolve. if you install it on an apple computer, it runs
in its own dedicated space on your hard drive. when you close the program, it basically disappears.
theres nothing wrong with this. in fact, i like it. its a great tool for someone who has the latest mac.

but if youre using a pc, youll find it a bit limiting. 5ec8ef588b
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